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Big & Tall
More than just a comfortable generously sized chair, Pilot is ideal for law enforcement and
occupations where greater seat width is needed for waist-held equipment like holsters, walkie
talkies, or tool belts.  

Pilot Task Seating
For generously sized seating that is
durable, comfortable and attractive,
Pilot is the clear choice.

Pilot is warranted to accommodate
weight up to 400 pounds, twenty
four hours a day, 7 days a week for
15 years! With heavy-duty casters,
ultra-durable engineered plastic
base, a heavy-duty pneumatic
cylinder and 10-ply seat board,
Pilot makes a strong statement.

Adjust the Pilot chair to your size
and seating preference. Simply lift a
lever to set the back angle for
individualized comfort. Back height
and seat depth also adjust for
tailored fit and support. Seat depth
has a 2-1/2" range and back height
has a 4" range.  

At first, Pilot looks like any other
task chair. Look again and you
notice that while it is larger and
stronger, its transitional style
harmonizes nicely with other task
chairs in a wide variety of
environments.  

Arm Styles
Pilot chairs are available with
loop arms, adjustable T arms
or armless. Loop arm is fixed
height and fixed width with a
soft, radiused aesthetic. T arms
adjust 2-3/4" in height and 
2-1/2" in width.  

W 26-1/2  D 26-1/2  H 43 - 52
Seat: W 24  D 17-19-1/2  H 18-23 
Back Width: 23.5
Back Height: 25 with 4 adjustment
Adjustable arm height: 10-12-3/4 above seat.
Adjustable arm width: 1-1/4 per side; 2-1/2 total

Loop Arm
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